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101 Nights of Great Sex is an accessible, pleasurable playbook that encourages both partners to be

come experts in the art of anticipation and seduction.Imagine that you know your partner has a

surprise planned for you. You received a hint, but you still don&apos;t know everything that&apos;s

in store. You are excited and giddy. Your sex life has gone from repetitious rut to surprise party (and

not just in the bedroom).101 Nights of Great Sex is comprised of 101 envelopes--50 for Her, 50 for

Him, and one for both of you. Open the book, tear out an envelope, then read the page. Each

seduction has its own ingredients, and the witty, descriptive style entertains you as it brings the

fantasy to life. Suddenly you have a concrete idea, and you know how to deliver. The seduction has

given you permission to go somewhere new with your partner. As you rip out more and more

envelopes, that erotic anticipation becomes part of your relationship. Both partners now understand

the key to a great sex life: never give up on surprising your partner. The 101 seductions are based

on common fantasies. Laura Corn is a researcher and sexologist with 17 years of experience in the

field. 101 Nights of Great Sex is her gift to you, and it neatly summarizes her findings, so that you

and your partner can move from old tricks to new experimentations.This book is a ride meant for

two, and as such, half the seductions are written for him to rip, read, and plan. But unlike so many

other books, 101 Nights of Great Sex does not overwhelm with page after page of ideas that are

difficult to put into practice. Each seduction is easy and active. There are steps. There are no

diagrams, and no lofty prose. Anticipation and seduction are not serious, impossible, or inaccessible

concepts. He has nothing to fear in 101 Nights of Great Sex, and he will see (as will she), that every

recipe is foolproof. Winning scenarios will always ensue.101 Nights of Great Sex can also serve as

fuel to ignite the creative spark. This approach may appeal to her. She could follow the seductions

closely, or add her own creative spin to each one. He will never know if the moves came from the

secret seductions, her dirty mind, or some combination of both. He doesn&apos;t need to know.101

Nights of Great Sex is accompanied by a series of e-teases, which help give your partner a hint

regarding all that is to come. They complement the seductions themselves, and these gems are an

easy way to help your sweet heart through a long week. You will no longer struggle to find time or

energy for romance--the romance will find you. It&apos;s in the details. The e-teases are another

tool with which to build the anticipation and excitement that will make your relationship come

alive.101 Nights of Great Sex will help your sex life evolve as you move through the individual

seductions. But beyond that, it will change the way you relate to your partner--both of you will feel

confident and inspired as you look to the future with that new, sweet sense of anticipation.
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This was exactly what my hubby and I were looking for to help spice up our sex life. Lots of new and

fun ideas. I'm not very creative nor adventurous, so doing these "exercises" has stretched me

beyond my comfort zone more than a few times. But it has been so good for us as a couple.

This is an amazing book! A must get for all couples out there! I was at first very skeptical, thinking

that it had some outrageous ideas that required acrobatics and/or whips and chains...with maybe a

tolerance for pain. However, after reading several reviews, I decided to give it a try...and I love it. My

husband ADORES it! :) Let me assure you that it doesn't require any special moves or any

tolerance for pain (red rooms of pain are not my thing at all). All that it requires is you being willing to

try some new things out...and some confidence.

We've been married 20 years.This book has made things fun again,not that they weren't before but

sometimes, ya gotta spice things up with new and interesting acts.I want to make my wife tea every

night!You will too.Just get the book.

Full of surprises on every page. Arousing before ever doing anything. Fun to prepare for. Was

recommended by OBG-YN. Fun, fun, fun!

Great ideas. Be aware that some involve aural porn such as listening to other people have sex while

you are. If that's not ok with you throw it out and pick another. Overall very fun ideas that gets you

back into the groove of lovemaking. Also great if you have a spouse who is uncomfortable initiating.



These tear outs give you easy ways to initiate and takes the pressure off of having to come out of

your comfort zone.

When I married 17 years ago, I was introduced to Laura Corn through her book 101 Nights Of Great

Romance!! It was a wedding gift and it served us well as a newlywed couple! Now, as a seasoned

happily married woman, I trust this little book will add a little JalapeÃ±o to my Habanero if you know

what I mean!!

The only downside is that some of the pages ask you buy items that cost over $100. Had to get

creative to avoid the price tag.

We got the book 3weeks ago and are up to our 2nd page .We found it lots of fun so far , it makes

you make time for romance.
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